Taking Care of Your Boat

By following a few simple recommendations and by taking a little time to regularly check over your boat you will keep it in perfect condition and it will also be reliable on the race course. No matter how fast your boat may be, gear failure will give you a bad result and could be costly to repair.

Do not leave your boat in direct sunlight.
Hulls, fins and rudders will easily distort if they are left in temperatures above the resin curing temperature (20 - 30°C) so at events keep the boat in the shade and do not leave it in a hot car. A light sheet can help to keep the boat cool.

Keep the boat dry and well aired after use.
After each use, hose down the boat and rigs with fresh water. Use warm soapy water if there are any salt or oily deposits. Drain out any residual water and remove a deck patch to allow full circulation of air. Store the boat on a stand with the fin removed if possible and in the winter months, keep the boat indoors.

Electrical Equipment and Batteries
Ahead of any event make sure you have fully charged the transmitter and boat batteries in accordance with the supplier’s recommendations (worth reading). Carry spare fully charged batteries and change out batteries before they have depleted. A small battery tester is a valuable tool to carry. Regularly check over all electrical connections and immediately replace any that show signs of corrosion or damage.

Sails
These are the engine of the boat and should be handled very carefully to avoid damage by creasing or stretching. When removing a rig always slacken off the kicker and luff tension before releasing the backstay. Always keep your sails in a well ventilated sail box or bag and make sure that the sails and box are dry before storage.

Check all rigging for wear
Regularly check over all lines and wires for wear or damage especially the jib swivel lines, rigging wire crimps, sheets and elastic chord on the sheet drive line. Apply a spot of machine oil on rigging screws and the kicker turnbuckle. Immediately replace any items that are worn or do not function properly. Lines often shrink with time so check that the rig settings have not changed due to shrinkage. Mainsail luff sail ties are notorious for shrinking and should be replaced if the sail ends up tied too tight against the mast.

Protect the Fin, Ballast and Rudder in transit
Pipe insulation material is a good way to protect the ballast during transit. Corrugated cardboard taped up makes a good protector for the fin or rudder.

Bow Bumper
Use silicone adhesive (from aquarium shops) to re stick the bow bumper if it becomes loose.